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SUMMARY The hardware implementation of a proposed
high dimensional discrete torus knot code was successfully re-
alized on an ASIC chip. The code has been worked on for more
than a decade since then at Aichi Prefectural University and Na-
goya Institutes of Technology, both in Nagoya, Japan, [1]–[7].
The hardware operation showed the ability to correct the errors
about five to ten times the burst length, compared to the conven-
tional codes, as expected from the code configuration and theory.
The result in random error correction was also excellent, espe-
cially at a severely degraded error rate range of one hundredth to
one tenth, and also for high grade characteristic exceeding 10−6

[3]–[5]. The operation was quite stable at the worst bit error rate
and realized a high speed up to 50Mbps, since the coder-decoder
configuration consisted merely of an assemblage of parity check
code and hardware circuitry with no critical loop path. The hard-
ware architecture has a unique configuration and is suitable for
large scale ASIC design. The developed code can be utilized for
wider applications such as mobile computing and qualified digital
communications, since the code will be expected to work well in
both degraded and high grade channel situations.
key words: robust and high speed error correction, burst error,

wired logic and parallel operation, ASIC

1. Introduction

Recently, robust and high-speed correction codes have
been called for in digital communications. We pro-
pose the new code that satisfies the requirements. The
code has a topological structure of a discrete torus
knot wound on a high-dimensional discrete cube con-
sisting of parity check axes. The axes of the cube are
n-independent party check lines. Errors produced on
the code block are uniformly spread throughout the
code block by the torus knot windings to achieve bet-
ter corrections [3]. Error digits are detected by the
n-parity check lines and then corrected by the major-
ity logic decision with a number of the failure parity
lines. Therefore, errors of any type, including random
or burst and/or mixed, are randomly distributed on all
parity check lines. And the code achieves a good col-
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lection ability for longer bursts that are not expected
in conventional codes. Figure 1 shows a schematic di-
agram of the proposed code that shows data flow from
input to output. A proposed code consisting of a high-
dimensional discrete torus knot was successfully imple-
mented on an ASIC through the effective development
and unique hardware architecture. The code has been
designed to fit recent applications such as mobile com-
munications and reliable and high-speed digital com-
munications. Thus, the code is tolerable even for the
worst channel bit error rate on the order of one hun-
dredth to one tenth, and also is operable irrespective
of random or burst errors. Although the code fram-
ing is long and complicated due to high dimensionality,
the architecture and operation of the hardware is sim-
ple and fast due to the introduction of wired logic cir-
cuitry in the implementation. This allowed us to create
a smart encoding/decoding process circuit. The circuit
process time is only a few clock cycles, due to the cyclic
properties of the torus knot code structure.

2. Code Configuration and Characteristic

The code has an n dimensional discrete cubical struc-
ture. Each dimensional axis has a size of m, and the
axis consists of m code points. Code is denoted as nDm,
where n is dimension and m is size. For example, 4D5
means the code whose dimension is four and size is five.
Each axis has one single redundant digit andm−1 data
digits, satisfying the even parity. There are n such in-
dependent parity axes, forming mn code points. The
nDm code has (m− 1)n data digits, totaling mn digits
including parity redundant digits, and the transmission
rate is R = (1−1/m)n. On these code points, the trans-
mission order runs obliquely to form a discrete torus
knot. Therefore, the errors which appear on the block
are uniformly distributed on each code axis. Each code

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of proposed code.
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Fig. 2 Proposed code formation, an example of 3D4.

Fig. 3 Transmission order, an example of 2D4.

digit is parity checked by n intersected pairs of dimen-
sional parity check lines. On the decoding side, each
digit is checked by n parity check lines and corrected,
when the number of failed parity check lines exceeds the
threshold value. The decoding method was developed
by Hata et al. [1].

Figure 2 shows the proposed code formation of
3D4.

Figure 3 shows the transmission order example
that runs obliquely to form a discrete torus knot for
two-dimensional code.

Figure 4 shows the improvements in the decoded
error rate through iteration of the decoding process by
varying the threshold value. The improvement in per-
formance by iteration was introduced in [1]. Decod-
ing ability for failure parity becomes more reliable at
higher threshold setting but the code detects fewer er-
rors, while the lower threshold picks up erroneous cor-
rections. Therefore, in order to achieve good decoding
characteristics, we should consider avoiding erroneous
corrections by varying the threshold value. In Fig. 4,

Fig. 4 Improvement in the decoded error rate for 4D5 code
through iteration of the decoding process for the parameter of
the initial BER at the zero iteration.

Fig. 5 Correction abilities for code parameters.

we can see that a better allotment for the threshold is
(4-3-4-3-2-4-3-4-3-2) rather than (3-3-3-3-3) for the 4D5
code. The proposed code’s characteristics were so ex-
cellent because the proposed code consists of an assem-
blage of simple parity check code and produces hardly
erroneous corrections. The code does not lose the par-
ity check function for erroneous corrections. Therefore,
by adopting repeated correction, the error correction
ability could be highly improved. However, there is a
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Table 1 Transmission rate as a function of dimension n and
size m.

nDm Block size (bit) Data size (bit) Rate
3D4 64 27 0.422
3D5 125 64 0.512
3D6 216 125 0.579
4D4 256 81 0.316
4D5 625 256 0.410
4D6 1296 625 0.482
5D4 1024 243 0.237
5D5 3125 1024 0.328
5D6 7776 3125 0.402

variety of dimensions and sizes of the code, so varying
the threshold to fit the channel bit error rate improves
the code characteristics.

Figure 5 shows correction abilities for code param-
eters, and Table 1 shows the code parameters for real-
istic realization. The threshold value are fixed for 3D
to 5D code, not optimized. Generally, larger dimen-
sion yield better performance for the same transmission
rate, because errors are corrected by many parity lines.

3. Performance Simulation

In order to clarify the performance of the proposed code
compared to conventional codes, we tested the code
performance by software simulation for the cases of ran-
dom and burst errors. The proposed code that is se-
lected for simulation is 4D5(R=0.41, threshold=4-3-4-
3-2-4-3) and 4D6(R=0.48, threshold=4-3-4-3-2-4-3-4-3-
4-3-2-4-3). Selected codes for comparison were a Reed-
Solomom code and Convolutional code with Viterbi de-
coding and Turbo code.

The Reed-Solomon code’s rate is 0.48, and the
length of codeword is 15 and the length of data is 7
in extension field of 23. The encoding is in system-
atic form, and the decoding is via the Berlekamp itera-
tive algorithm. The software of the Reed-Solomon code
owes to Simon Rockliff [8].

The Convolutional code is a half rate with con-
straint length seven, which was mounted with Viterbi
decoding. The two generator polynomials for the
NASA Standard K = 7 code are used in the Viterbi
decoding. Since these polynomials are known to be op-
timal for this constraint length there is not much point
in changing them. The software of the Convolutional
code is owing to Phil Karn [9].

The turbo code with a half rate is mounted with
the Log-Map algorithm. The numbers of iteration are 5
and 18, it’s frame size are 624 bit and 65,536 bit. It sim-
ulates parallel concatenated convolutional codes. Two
component rate 1/2 RSC (Recursive Systematic Con-
volutional) component encoders are assumed. The soft-
ware of the turbo code owes to Yufei Wu [10].

The test data file was prepared using a visual mov-
ing picture of a toy train as in Fig. 6. The digital data
was generated by MPEG-2 band compression technol-

Fig. 6 Mpeg-2 file data for the performance simulation.

Fig. 7 BER improvements for random error.

ogy and the file size was 3,724,280 Bytes, or approxi-
mately 30Mbit.

3.1 BER Improvements for Random Error

Figure 7 shows the decoded error rate for random er-
rors. The simulation was evaluated for the practi-
cal 30Mbit MPEG2 file data, and 105 code blocks
were tested. The figure estimates the performances
by Eb/No. The performance is superior to that of
the conventional codes. On the other hand, as com-
pared with the excellent data of the turbo code, the
random error correction ability measured at the BER
of 10−5 degrades by approximately 3.0 dB. The turbo
code’s parameters are LOG-MAP decoding algorithm
with 18 iteration, block length of 65,536, code genera-
tor g=(037,021) and with half rate. Future potentiality
of the code is remained for coding modulation gain.
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Fig. 8 BER improvements for burst error.

3.2 BER Improvements for Burst Error

Figure 8 shows a comparison for burst errors. The burst
error was introduced with all marked digits of length
from 4 to 240 digits for each 800 digits of 30Mbyte
MPEG2 file data. To estimate the burst error cor-
rection ability for various burst error positions in the
block, the length of the error block added to the code
block was selected as the 800 bits, different from the
625 bits of the code The hundred thousand code blocks
are tested in the simulation. The remained error bits
are measured and the ratio to the code block is obtained
as the decoded BER for burst error of each burst er-
ror length of 4,8,16,32 and to 240 bits at an interval
of 16 bits. For burst error, the performances are com-
pared as a function of input error rate. In this paper,
the burst error is often expressed not by the length but
by the counted bit error rate where the error bits are
divided by the total number of digits. For the compar-
ison, we make use of half rate turbo-code of almost the
same block length of 624 bits with that of the proposed
code and of the code generator g=(111;101).

The proposed code shows remarkable properties in
correcting burst errors compared to the conventional
codes and turbo code. We can see the proposed code’s
remarkable abilities to handle burst errors up to three
percent of the input bit error rate. Convolutional code
and Turbo code, on the other hand, deteriorate them-
selves at an input error rate of less than one percent.
Although the Reed-Solomon code is much stronger than
the convolutional code in the faint burst error ranges, it
deteriorates its ability more rapidly for the input rate,
exceeding 0.015.

(1) Decoded by Reed-Solomon

(2) Decoded by Viterbi

(3) Decoded by 4D5 torus code

Fig. 9 Decoded image for mixed random and burst error. Total
equivalent BER is 0.016.

3.3 Mixed Random and Burst Error Simulation

Figure 9 shows the visual estimation of the code correc-
tion ability for a severe error situation. The test data
was the toy train visual data processed by the MPEG-
2 band compression technique, and it was embedded
with both random and burst error digits. Random er-
rors had an error rate of 0.0125, and burst errors had a
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marked interference of length six, which was repeatedly
introduced every 800 bits. The total bit error rate cal-
culated by the number of errors was 0.016. The band
compression data is sensitive to error and the worst case
was the Convolutional code with Viterbi decoding, fol-
lowed by the Reed-Solomon. The proposed code case
was shown to be tolerable for some practical use.

4. Hardware Architecture

Hardware implementation of the code has been aimed
at since 1998 [2], but we were unable to develop a hi-
dimension, hi-speed code circuit due to the complexity
of the circuit. This time, we solved this problem with
the new system for implementation.

The high-dimensional torus knot code consists of a
simple parity check code. Therefore, we can find out the
simple relation between parity and data digits. A large
part of the encoding and decoding processes are substi-
tuted by adopting wired connections between memory
cells, and we could acquire speeding up the operation
of the code. We utilized the hardware description lan-
guage VHDL, which translates software programs into
hardware configurations. Installation of hardware cir-
cuitry through software language is especially suitable
for circuitry that consists of repetition or regularity.
We developed a program to generate a source program
for the VHDL automatically, depending on the code di-
mension and size. By making use of the program, it is
possible to generate the encoder and decoder for three
to five dimensional codes.

4.1 Encoding Configuration

Figure 10 shows the encoding configuration. The input
data are first stored to the input shift register. Upon
completion of storage of one block, contents are trans-
ferred in parallel to the parity calculation circuits, and
the value of parity is stored in the corresponding cell
of the output torus-connected shift register. The value
of data is transferred to the corresponding cell of the
output torus-connected shift register as well. In the
torus-connected shift register, the wire connection be-
tween cells determines the order of transmission of the
cell contents and eventually forms a torus knot winding.

Figure 11 shows the encoding time chart. Most
of the times are the read-out times of the output shift
register, and the process time in the parity calculation
takes only a few clock cycles, including circuit delay.

4.2 Decoding Configuration

Figure 12 shows the decoding circuit. The received data
are fed to the memory cells of the torus connected shift
register through the torus loop wired connection as the
order of the encoder output shift register. The register

Fig. 10 Encoder configuration.

Fig. 11 Encoding time chart.

contents are transferred in parallel to the parity calcu-
lation circuit and also to the majority logic circuit to
decide the digit. The majority logic circuit is a prin-
cipal part of decoding, and each digit is corrected by
majority decision of the n independent parity checks,
whether or not the value exceeds the given threshold.
To improve the decoding characteristics, the decision in
the majority logic circuit is repeated several times by
varying the threshold value, and the digit value deter-
mined by the logic circuit is fed back to the input side
register. After completion of decoding, only the data
digit is transferred to the output shift register.

Figure 13 shows the majority logic circuit contain-
ing repeatable decoding by varying the decision thresh-
old value.

Figure 14 shows the decoding time chart. The time
required for decoding is quite small, considering the
multiple decoding. Just 5-35 clock cycles is sufficient
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Fig. 12 Decoder configuration.

Fig. 13 Majority correction circuit.

Fig. 14 Decoding time chart.

to decode, which is negligible as the read-out time.
The special algorisms of the code were simplified

by the wired logic and parallel operation basis of the
processes. The wired logic is effectively supported by

Table 2 Outline of developed-chip for 4-dimension code.

Chip-spec
Circuit Size 50 kGate NAND
Process 0.6µm
Chip Size 31.2× 31.2mm
Package QFP120P
Clock Speed 50MHz

Through-put 6.25Gbps
Input-Output 50Mbps (Serial),

50× 8 bps (Parallel)

Code-Performance
Code 4-Dimension Size 5(4D5)

Block Size 625 bit
Data Size 256 bit

Rate 0.41
Correctable 0.021
Mean BER (Burst and Random)

Fig. 15 Developed 4D5 code chip.

the simplicity of the circuit configuration. Therefore,
the dimension and size of the code is not an essential
limitation on the operation speed. In short, the speed
does not depend on the code dimension and size.

5. Outline of Developed-Chip

The outline of the LSI chip of the 4 dimensional size
5 code is shown in Table 2. The LSI chip consists of
50 k gate of 0.6µm, and has an input-output speed of
50Mbps and a decoding throughput of 6.25Gbps. For
the LSI chip, it was unable to implement the full func-
tion of the 4D5 code on the 50 k gates NAND for lack
of small amount of gates. And so, the function was
divided to five processes. Therefore, the decoding pro-
cess took five clocks, and then the throughput came to
6.25Gbps. The next version will attain 5 times speed
up by adopting a larger scale LSI chip. The code per-
fectly corrected the burst errors of length 32 bit with
the mean block BER of 2.1 × 10−2, regardless of ran-
dom or burst ones. Figure 15 is a developed 4D5 code
chip. The LSI chips have been successfully applied to a
trial radio transmission equipment of image of 10Mbps.

We tested the developed code chip by the test
board. The test board encodes the input data by mak-
ing up use of the LSI chip. Figure 16 is a Test Board
that is made for the developed chip’s test. Figure 17
shows the simple structure of test system. The en-
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Fig. 16 Test board. (4D5 encoder and decoder)

Fig. 17 Test system for the developed code chip.

coded data are degraded by adding the random error
produced by m sequence generator of 17 stage (128 k
length). The decoding performance by the chip showed
almost the same value with the software simulation re-
sults with perfect correction to about 2 percent BER.

6. Conclusion

We proved that the hardware implementation of a trous
knot code was effectively realized by using a unique cir-
cuit configuration, which maximizes the cyclic and sym-
metrical properties of the code. Furthermore, through
performance simulations, the code was proven to have
robust decoding characteristics in such severe channel
bit error rates as one hundredth to one tenth, as well
as for longer burst errors. The high dimensional torus
knot code is expected to find wide applications in the
field of digital communications in the near future. The
work was supported by the ’98 NEDO project of the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Japan.
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